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UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION OF

MICHAEL R. GENESERETH5

MICHAEL A. KASSOFF

NATHANIEL C. LOVE

for

10

LOGICAL SPREADSHEETS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority from US provisional patent application number15

60/599644 filed 8/6/2004, which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to computer-implemented methods and systems

involving spreadsheets, specifically spreadsheets that use relational logic and handle20

inconsistencies.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Traditional computerized spreadsheet systems have enjoyed great success, due primarily

to their ability to automatically evaluate multiple mathematical formulas and display

updated calculated values whenever user-entered data changes. Traditional spreadsheets

employ a user interface for entering data and formulas into cells, combined with an5

underlying computation engine to support and perform operations on the data according

to the formulas. A non-empty cell either contains a specific value entered by the user, or

contains a computed value calculated using the formula in the cell. A formula in a cell is a

single-valued function of other cells that assigns a unique value to the cell. The restriction

to single-valued functions prevents ambiguities in calculated values. Circular references10

between formulas are not allowed, thus preventing inconsistencies from occurring. Thus,

the propagation of values within the spreadsheet is one-way from cells containing specific

user-entered data to computed cells containing formulas. For example, in the three-cell

spreadsheet of FIG. 1, cells labeled A and B contain user-entered data, while cell C

contains the formula C=A+B. The value of cell C is updated automatically based on the15

values of cells A and B. The user is not permitted to directly change the calculated value

for cell C, nor is the spreadsheet permitted to change values in cells A and B. The

propagation is thus one-way from cells A and B to cell C, and the distinction between

calculated cells and cells containing user-entered values is explicitly determined by the

placement of the formula in cell C. One can also observe that the formula C=A+B is a20

single-valued function which generates a unique value for C given values for A and B.

Although these properties of traditional spreadsheets provide simplicity and enforce

consistency, they do so at the cost of flexibility.

Another limitation of traditional spreadsheets is that the formulas are typically restricted25

to algebraic operators (e.g., +, –, �, ÷, �, �) and logical connectives (e.g., �, �, ¬). While
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these have sufficient expressive power for many applications, they are not powerful

enough to express the formulas desired for other applications.

In view of the widespread use of spreadsheets for many applications, it would be an

improvement in the art to overcome these limitations and other limitations.5

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a powerful computerized spreadsheet system with

numerous advantages over existing systems. The many-to-one functions of traditional

spreadsheets are generalized to many-to-many constraints. In contrast to traditional10

spreadsheets in which cells must have one value or one formula defining the cell value,

cells in the present spreadsheet system can contain multiple values and be associated with

multiple constraints. In addition, the constraints are separated from the cells. Because

inconsistencies are not controlled by the restriction to unidirectional functions, the

spreadsheet system provides an innovative technique for calculating non-explosive15

consequences for cells even in cases where the data is inconsistent with the constraints.

In contrast with traditional spreadsheets, the distinction between base cells and computed

cells is not fixed but dynamic, and the restriction to unidirectional propagation that is

found in traditional spreadsheets is relaxed to allow omni-directional propagation. In20

addition, the formula language is not limited to functions formed from logical connectives

and/or algebraic operators, but can include general first-order logical relationships (e.g.,

allowing quantifiers � and �). Moreover, the spreadsheet cells are structured, allowing

rows and columns to be quantified over, providing the ability for the spreadsheet to be

queried like a relational database.25
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In one aspect, the invention provides a computer-implemented method for displaying

consequences in an electronic spreadsheet. A set of cells of the spreadsheet and a set of

logical constraints on possible values of the cells is specified. At various times during

interactive operation with a user, the set of cells may be dynamically partitioned into base

cells and computed cells. A set of user-specified values is assigned to the base cells.5

Significantly, the user is allowed to specify values that may be inconsistent with the

specified logical constraints. Non-explosive logical consequences of the user-specified

values and the set of logical constraints are automatically computed to produce a

complete set of entailed values for the set of computed cells. Some computed cells may

have multiple entailed values. For each computed cell whose number of entailed values10

exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed cell,  a subset of the

entailed values is selected, where the size of the subset is no more than the number of

allowed values. Some of the entailed values and some of the user-specified values are

displayed. (Although all cells and their values may be displayed, it is not necessary to

display all cells and all values at once.)15

Preferably, the cells are named cells, and may have structured names. The cells may also

be able to contain multiple values. The logical constraints are preferably formulated as

relational constraints expressed in a logical language encompassing first-order logic. The

non-explosive logical consequences may be found by computing logical consequences of20

multiple consistent subsets of the user-specified values to produce multiple subsets of

the complete set of entailed values, and combining the multiple subsets of the complete

set of entailed values, e.g., by taking the union of the multiple subsets of the complete set

of entailed values. If one of multiple entailed values for a cell matches an existing value

contained in the cell, a subset of the entailed values for the cell may be taken by25

eliminating all but a single entailed value. If the cell was just explicitly emptied by the
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user, the entailed values for the cell may be replaced by the empty set, eliminating all the

entailed values for that cell.

The dynamic partitioning of the set of cells into base cells and computed cells may

include one or more of the following: classifying a cell as a base cell when a user-specified5

value is explicitly assigned to the cell, unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell

contains a value individually inconsistent with a user-specified value explicitly assigned to

another cell, unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell entails a value in another cell

and the value is explicitly changed or removed.

10

In one embodiment, the appearance of cells containing inconsistent values may be altered

when they are displayed. The alteration may include, for example, dynamically changing

the appearance of a subset of cells containing related inconsistent values when a user

pointer hovers over the subset of cells. The displaying may also include providing a menu

associated with a cell, where the menu contains a list of possible values. Preferably, the15

possible values are classified, e.g., by labeling them as either being non-explosively

entailed, being non-explosively contradicted, or neither.

An interactive user interface may be provided for an electronic document such as a

spreadsheet document, an HTML document, a word processing document, and a PDF20

document, in order to display the values and receive input from a user. Responsive to a

user instruction, values may be specified for cells, or existing values in cells may be

cleared. In addition, in response to a user instruction, values may be automatically

assigned to empty cells such that the automatically assigned values are consistent with

the logical constraints. A user may also give an instruction to execute an automatic altering25

values of cells to reduce conflicts with the logical constraints.
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In brief, the present invention provides spreadsheet systems which allow for general

logical constraints and omni-directional propagation. These spreadsheets provide greater

benefits than traditional spreadsheets while preserving the key features of automatic

calculation of values and ease of administration. They have applications in data

management, design, and configuration.5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a traditional spreadsheet having two base cells and one

computed cell.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a computer system which may be used to implement a10

spreadsheet system according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the data structures contained within a spreadsheet.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a set of logical constraints that are used in a logical

spreadsheet according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a set of core instructions that are used in a spreadsheet.15

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a logical spreadsheet having three cells dynamically

partitioned between base cells and computed cells according to an embodiment of

the invention.

FIGS. 7A and 7B show two tables as they might be displayed to a user in a spreadsheet

created using a spreadsheet system according to an embodiment of the invention.20

FIG. 8 is a flowchart outlining steps performed by a spreadsheet system according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 9A-D are schematic diagrams of four tables of an exemplary spreadsheet in an early

stage of modification by a user in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.25
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FIGS. 10A-D show the tables of the exemplary spreadsheet of FIGS. 9A-D in an

intermediate stage of modification by a user.

FIGS. 11A-D show the tables of the exemplary spreadsheet of FIGS. 10A-D in a later

stage of modification by a user.

FIGS. 12A-D show the tables of the exemplary spreadsheet of FIGS. 11A-D in a still5

later stage of modification by a user.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A key feature of the logical spreadsheets of the present invention is that they allow for

inconsistency between the value assignments and the constraints. This approach differs10

from the traditional consistency-maintaining techniques. In addition to allowing for

inconsistencies, these spreadsheets actually show the consequences of the value

assignments, even when the assignments are inconsistent with the constraints.

Consequences under inconsistency are computed using a non-explosive consequence

relation. As with traditional electronic spreadsheets, the spreadsheets of the present15

invention may be implemented on a single computer 200 having a digital storage medium

202 and display 204, as shown in FIG. 2. Alternatively, the spreadsheet may be

implemented in a distributed computing environment, in separate computers over a

computer network, or in various other hardware and network architectures and computing

environments. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that many such implementations20

and realizations are possible and that the invention is not in principle limited to any

specific one.

Definitions

The following definitions will be used for terms used in this description. In its most25

abstract sense, a spreadsheet 300 can be defined as a collection of n cells 302 together
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with a set of possible values for these cells 304, as shown in FIG. 3. The set of possible

values for the cells is called the spreadsheet’s domain. Cells can be associated with values

in the domain. We represent these associations with sets of ground atomic sentences with

a unary relation constant. The individual unary ground atomic sentences are called value

assignments. A spreadsheet also includes a set of value assignments to the cells 306. A5

value map is a set of value assignments in which each cell is assigned at most one value.

For example, {p(a), q(b)} means that cell p has value a and cell q has value b. A value

map is complete if and only if it provides a value for every cell; otherwise, it is partial. An

update request is a value map together with a set of cells to be emptied.

10

A logical spreadsheet is a spreadsheet together with a set of logical constraints 400, as

shown in FIG. 4. The vocabulary of the constraint language for logical spreadsheets

consists of a finite set of unary relation constants, which serve as names for the cells of

our spreadsheet,  a set of interpreted n-ary relation constants including algebraic

operators, along with a set of object constants, representing objects in the domains of the15

cells. Logical sentences are built up in the usual way from this vocabulary and the binary

relation symbol = (equality), using the logical connectives ¬ (negation), � (conjunction), �

(disjunction), � (implication) and �  (equivalence) and the quantifiers �  (universal

quantification) and � (existential quantification). We use a standard model theory and

proof theory. The constraints 400 typically include basic constraints 402 that are20

common to most spreadsheet documents in the spreadsheet system and  domain

constraints 404 that are customized by the user for each spreadsheet document.

Because spreadsheets are invariably realized on electronic computers as electronic

spreadsheets, the term spreadsheet is often used interchangeably with electronic25

spreadsheet, and may also be used to include other associated features. For example, a

spreadsheet typically has a set of core instructions 500 including instructions for a user
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interface 502 and a computation engine 504 for updating calculated cells, as shown in

FIG. 5. The update computation engine contains update semantics that specify the

manner in which the values of cells automatically change after a user explicitly makes a

modification to a cell. Update semantics include, for example, one or more notions of

consequence that are used to compute the values in computed cells from user-specified5

values in base cells and the logical constraints. Spreadsheets of the present invention use a

non-explosive or paraconsistent consequence relation. In preferred embodiments, the non-

explosive consequence relation is called existential �-entailment. A set of value

assignments � existentially �-entails a value assignment � if and only if there is some

subset of value assignments � � � consistent with a set of constraints � such that � � �10

logically entails �.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail with reference to

the drawing figures. It will be appreciated that the following description contains many

examples for illustrative purposes only. Accordingly, the full scope of the invention15

should not be limited by the specific details used below.

Illustrative Examples

It is instructive to illustrate the innovative features of spreadsheets of the invention by

first considering some simple examples of these spreadsheets in action. For example, the20

three-cell traditional spreadsheet of FIG. 1 may be contrasted with the three-cell logical

spreadsheet of FIG. 6. As already discussed above, the traditional spreadsheet has a one-

way propagation from user-specified values in cells A and B to a calculated value

determined by the function in cell C. That is, one can specify values for A and B and the

spreadsheet will automatically calculate C, but one can not specify values for A and C25

and obtain the value for B. In contrast, the logical spreadsheet of FIG. 6 has three cells
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and a separate formula C=A+B that acts as a constraint on the values of the three cells

that allows propagation of values to take place in any direction. For example, if a user

enters values in cells B and C, then a value for cell A is computed as a consequence. Or, if

a user enters values in cells A and C, then a value for cell B is computed. This example

not only illustrates the omni-directional propagation, but also shows how cells5

dynamically change between computed cells and base cells. This increased flexibility

introduces the possibility that the user may enter values in all three cells that are

inconsistent with the constraints on those cells. For example, a user may enter 1 in cell A,

1 in cell B, and 3 in cell C. Since 1+1�3, these user-specified values are inconsistent with

the relation A+B=C. Accordingly, logical spreadsheets of the present invention include10

various innovative techniques to handle the complexities that arise from this increase in

flexibility, as will be described in more detail below.

LAYING OUT CELLS AND TABLES

In a preferred embodiment, a user creating a new logical spreadsheet document is15

presented with a blank canvas, a textual constraint editor, and a domain editor. The user

begins by placing cells and textual labels on the canvas. The user may also place static text

onto the canvas, change the color scheme, etc. A cell may have any number of modalities,

such as a drop-down list or a type-in field. In addition, cells may be arranged into tables,

complete with row and column names. This arrangement of cells into tables serves not20

only to visually organize cells, but also allows cells to be given names based on their rows

and columns. For example, FIGS. 7A and 7B show two tables as they might be displayed

to a user in a spreadsheet created to implement a simple room management system. The

Event table in FIG. 7A has three rows (E1, E2, E3), representing events which need to

be scheduled, and four columns (Owner, Projection, Room, Time), containing some25

properties of the events, namely their owner, whether a projector is required, their room,

and their time. The Schedule table shown in FIG. 7B represents the schedule for the
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rooms, where each cell contains the event scheduled in a given room at a given time. It has

three rows (Morning, Afternoon, Evening) representing the available times and three

columns (G100, G200, G300), representing the available rooms.

DEFINING CELL DOMAINS5

The user can also create domains for cells using a textual editor and associate each cell

with a domain. These domains are used to populate cell drop-down lists. For example, the

cells in the table of FIG. 7B take values from a list of events (E1, E2, E3). In FIG. 7A,

the cells in the Owner column take values from a list of names (Amy, Bob, Cal), the

Projection column takes values from a Yes/No list, the Room column takes values from10

a list of available rooms (G100, G200, G300), and the Time column takes values from a

list of available times (Morning, Afternoon, Evening). In some embodiments, the

number and rows and columns as well as the labels for the row and column heads are

automatically updated as appropriate when the corresponding domains are redefined.

With the row and column labels, the cells acquire structured names. For example, the15

structured name schedule[morning,g100] refers to the cell in the schedule table in

the Morning row and the g100 column. This structured name allows rows and columns

to be quantified over. In addition to improving the user experience by reducing the

replication typically required in a traditional spreadsheet, structured names allow tables

to be queried in a manner similar to database tables. Indeed, since all rows in a table are20

named, one can either treat a row as a tuple with attributes named by the columns, or

treat a column as a tuple with attributes named by the rows.

FORMULA LANGUAGE AND CONSTRAINTS

Once the cells and tables are laid out, the user can create constraints that express25

relationships between cells. The constraints may be written as textual formulas using a
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variant of first order logic. Formulas can be built up from these structured names and the

binary relation symbol = (equality), using the logical connectives ¬  (negation), �

(conjunction), � (disjunction), � (implication) and � (equivalence) and the quantifiers �

(universal quantification) and � (existential quantification). There are no restrictions on

these formulas.. For convenience, users may define new n-ary relations using � and use5

these in an unrestricted manner. Decidability is preserved since these n-ary relations are

reducible to unary ones. For example, Table 1 shows the set of constraints for the room

manager spreadsheet shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. Note that free variables are considered

to be universally quantified.

No. Constraint

1 event[E,room](g100) or event[E,room](g200) or event[E,room](g300)

2 event[E,time](morning) or event[E,time](afternoon) or event[E,time](evening)

3 schedule[T,R](E) � event[E,time](T) � event[E,room](R)

4 event[E,projection](yes) � event[E,room](R) � room[R,projector](yes)

5 event[E,owner](P) � person[P,faculty](no) �  ¬ event[E,room](g100)

Table 110

The constraints 1 and 2 dictate that every event has a room and a time in the room and

time domains, respectively. Constraint 3 relates the schedule table in FIG. 7A to the

event table in FIG. 7B. Constraint 4 states that if an event requires a projector then it

must be scheduled in a room with a projector. Constraint 5 states that only faculty

members can reserve room g100.15

UPDATES AND COMPUTING CONSEQUENCES

Once the spreadsheet is set up, the user may proceed to use the newly created

spreadsheet. As the user enters and deletes values from cells, the values in other cells may

be changed automatically based on the logical constraints which have been defined. An20

overview of the process is shown in the flowchart of FIG. 8. In step 802 a user makes an

explicit change to a cell, e.g., if the cell has a value, either changing the value or clearing the

cell; and if the cell is empty, entering a value in the cell. In step 804 the cells are
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automatically partitioned into base cells and computed cells. The non-explosive

consequences of base cells are computed in step 806, producing sets of entailed values for

the computed cells. In some cases, the number of entailed values for a cell may be reduced

in step 808. Step 810 then displays values of the base cells and computed cells. The

above steps will now be described in more detail.5

In preferred embodiments, a user interface is provided to allow a user to make changes to

the values in cells (step 802). The user interface may include, for example, a display of

some or all of the cells, with drop-down or pop-up menus to facilitate data entry. The

menus may contain lists of values which may be organized or categorized to further10

facilitate interactivity with the user. A user can modify a cell in one of three ways: The

user can assign a value to a previously empty cell, change a value currently assigned to a

cell to another value, or empty a cell that currently has a value.

Once a user-specified change has been made to a cell, the cells are dynamically partitioned15

into “base cells” and “computed cells” (step 804). In particular, if a cell has been directly

modified by the user, the cell is classified automatically as a base cell. In addition, some

other cells then lose their status as base cells and are reclassified as computed cells.

Specifically, in the case of a new value assignment to a cell, any base cells with values

that, together with the constraints, directly contradict the newly assigned value are20

reclassified as computed cells. In the case of a cell that is emptied of a value, any cells

with values that, together with the constraints, directly entail a value in the emptied cell

are reclassified as computed cells. In the case where two or more base cells have values

that together contradict the newly assigned value but none does individually, these cells

are left as is and do not lose their status as base cells. This leads to inconsistency.25

Similarly, if two or more cells have values that together entail a value in the newly

emptied cell but none does individually, these cells are left as is and remain base cells.
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This leads to the newly empty base cell having an entailed value. Note that since the

newly emptied cell is now a base cell, the cell does not contain a computed value and

remains empty. This completes the dynamic partitioning of cells.

After the partitioning of base and computed cells, the set of entailed values is calculated5

(step 806). The entailed values are the non-explosive consequences of the values in the

base cells and the specified logical constraints. To calculate the non-explosive

consequences, a paraconsistent consequence relation called existential �-entailment is

preferably used. In other words, the non-explosive logical consequences may be found by

1) identifying subsets of the set of values in the base cells that are consistent with the10

logical constraints, using for example the resolution proof technique to determine

consistency,  2) computing the logical consequences of the identified consistent subsets

and the logical constraints to produce corresponding sets of entailed values for the

computed cells, and 3) combining the computed sets of entailed values to form a complete

set of entailed values, e.g., by taking their union or intersection. Which particular15

combination is used will depend on the application, though in the preferred embodiment,

the union is taken.

The next step is to fill the computed cells with the existential �-consequences of the base

values and the constraints. However, the complete set of entailed values does not20

necessarily provide one unique value for each computed cell, so in some cases the set of

entailed values may be subsetted (step 808). If a computed cell is allowed to contain just

one value, but more than one entailed value is computed for the cell, then the number of

entailed values may be reduced to one using inertia as a tie-breaker: if the cell contained a

value before the update and the value is still existentially �-entailed, then that value25

remains in the cell. If there are multiple existentially �-entailed values for a computed cell

but none of these was in the cell before the update, the cell is left empty. Similarly, if a
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cell can contain multiple values, but the number of entailed values exceeds the number of

allowed values, then the number of entailed values may be reduced to the required number

using inertia as a tie-breaker: if the cell contained a value before the update and that value

is still existentially �-entailed, then that value remains in the cell.  Again, if there are more

than the maximum allowed existentially �-entailed values for a computed cell but none of5

these was in the cell before the update, the cell is left empty.

Finally, the values are displayed to the user via a user interface (step 810). Some or all of

the values for the base cells and computed cells may be displayed, depending on the

particular layout in current use. In the case of a layout that contains all tables and cells, all10

the values might be displayed. Other layouts may display a subset of the base cells and

computed cells, in which case a subset of the values is displayed. Spreadsheet systems of

the present invention may be implemented with many different user interfaces. In a

preferred embodiment, the user interface implements features such as drop-down menus

to select values from domains and shaded cells to indicate inconsistent values. Shading,15

coloring, and various other types of markings or highlighting of cells can also be used to

show which cells are base cells, computed cells, never-modified cells, recently modified

cells, and newly modified cells. In addition, a mouse-over (i.e., placing a user-controllable

pointer over a cell) can result in a highlight of a group of cells that are related (e.g., cells

that are in conflict with a common constraint, or cells that are related by a common20

constraint).  A group of cells in conflict with a particular constraint can be determined

using standard database techniques to query for values that do not satisfy the constraint.

UPDATE ILLUSTRATION

The technique described above for updating cells will now be illustrated using the room25

management system discussed earlier in relation to FIGS. 7A and 7B. The room manager
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consists of four tables, named event , schedule , room , and person , shown

schematically in FIGS. 9A-D, respectively. The event table contains event requests, each

of which has an owner, a specification of whether a projector is needed, a room, and a

time. The schedule table contains a schedule of the events. The information is redundant

with the first table but is useful because it offers a different view. The room table lists5

whether or not each room has a projector. The person table lists whether each person is

a faculty member or not. The values in the person and room tables are entered by the

user before scheduling specific events.

An administrator using the spreadsheet has the task of assigning to three new events a10

room and a time. The user begins by specifying values for cells in the owner and

projection columns of the event table, as shown in FIG. 9A. These values specify, for

each event, the event owner’s name and whether a projector is needed.

After entering a value in a cell, the spreadsheet system responds by automatically15

updating the spreadsheet. First, the system determines which cells are base cells and

which are computed cells. As shown in the figures, base cells are marked with a triangle in

the upper left-hand corner of the cell, while computed cells are not. These are the cells in

which the user has explicitly specified values. The system then automatically computes

the non-explosive consequences of the base cells. In this example, the system20

automatically computes the and displays a value g100 for the room of event e3 in the

event table. This value is entailed by the logical constraints since the user specified that

e3 requires a projector, and g100 is the only room with a projector.

As shown in FIGS. 10A-D, the user then specifies additional properties for event e1 in25

the event table. In particular, the user selects g100 as the room for event e1  and

morning as its time. The system responds by classifying these cells as base cells and
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displaying them with a triangle, as shown in FIG. 10A. The system also responds by

automatically calculating entailed values. Specifically, the user’s specification of a room

and time for event e1 in the event table causes e1 to show up in the corresponding cell

in the schedule table, as shown in FIG. 10B. The user then directly modifies a cell in the

schedule table by assigning the value e2 to room g200 in the afternoon. The system5

responds by automatically calculating the entailed values and displaying them in row e2

of the event table, as shown in FIG. 10A. This example illustrates the spreadsheet’s

ability to propagate values in multiple directions. That is, user modifications of values for

cells in the event table result in entailed values appearing in cells of the schedule table,

and vice versa.10

Next, as shown in FIGS. 11A-D, the user moves e1 from morning to evening by clearing

the g100 morning cell and entering e1 in the g100 evening cell of the schedule table.

The spreadsheet system responds by reclassifying the e1 time cell of the event table

from a base cell to a computed cell. It also computes and displays the entailed value15

evening for that cell, over-riding the previously specified morning value for the cell.

This illustrates how the automatic update of the spreadsheet deals with a direct conflict

between a value previously specified for a cell and a new entailed value for the cell that is

a consequence of a newly specified value in another cell.

20

As illustrated in FIGS. 11A-D, the user then changes the room assignment for e3 from

g100 to g200 by modifying the appropriate cell in the event table. The system

responds by reclassifying the cell from a computed cell to a base cell. The system also

responds by computing the entailed values. However, since e3 requires a projector and

g200 lacks a projector, these user-specified values are inconsistent with the logical25

constraints. Nevertheless, the system allows the conflicting values to be entered. Since the

inconsistency is caused by multiple cells, the system responds by coloring or shading the
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conflicting cells. Specifically, a cell is colored if it contains a value that is non-explosively

contradicted by the values in the other cells. Note that if the conflict had been caused by a

value in just one cell, the system would have modified the existing value in the cell to

eliminate the conflict, as shown in the previous example. This example shows how the

spreadsheet system deals with conflicts caused by values in multiple cells.5

The user does not have to resolve the conflict immediately. For example, as shown in

FIGS. 12A-D, the user may instead proceed to set the time of event e3 to the morning by

modifying the appropriate cell of the event table. The modified cell is automatically

marked as a base cell and event e3 appears automatically in the appropriate cell of the10

schedule table. Thus, even though the specified values in the base cells remain

inconsistent with the constraints, the system is still able to compute entailed values using

existential �-entailment and display the consequences of the (inconsistent) base

assignments. The administrator can remove the inconsistency and complete the event

scheduling by moving the projector from g100 into g200 (not shown).15

VARIATIONS

Although the example spreadsheet illustrated above shows many of the features enjoyed

by most implementations of logical spreadsheets, there are some variations that are

worthy of explicit mention. The domains for cells may include various types of numbers20

and logical values in addition to alphanumeric strings. Cells are not necessarily limited to

containing just one value, but could contain multiple values (e.g., someone’s three

children). Cells could also store vectors, arrays, matrices, tables, or other structured

values. In addition to constraints on the values of cells, logical constraints may also

embody constraints on changes in the values of the cells. It should also be emphasized25

that the particular techniques for updating cells illustrated in the example above is just one

specific approach. There are other reasonable interpretations of what it means to be a
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consequence of an inconsistent spreadsheet, and such alternate interpretations may be

preferred in specific application areas. Moreover, alternate embodiments may include

user-selectable preferences that control the automatic update behavior.

Spreadsheet systems of the present invention may also include other additional features5

such as an auto-complete feature and a deconfliction feature. In response to a user

instruction to auto-complete a spreadsheet, the system will fill in empty spreadsheet cells

with consistent values. The user can then alter or adjust the values to further customize

the solution. If deconfliction is activated, the system will change existing values that are

inconsistent to reduce or preferably eliminate inconsistencies. The user can then adjust10

the values of cells to arrive at a suitable solution. Auto-completion can be implemented,

for example, by querying for empty cell values that satisfy the constraints given the

current cell values, using standard database query techniques.  Similarly, an

implementation of deconfliction can query for conflicted cell values that satisfy the

constraints given the non-conflicting cell values.15

APPLICATIONS

It will be evident to those skilled in the art that the spreadsheet systems of the present

invention have many applications and uses. Here we mention just a few of the many

possible types applications. First, logical spreadsheets have applications to data20

management. Logical spreadsheets facilitate the entry and editing of symbolic data

governed by symbolic constraints. “Correct on capture” data entry systems and resource

management systems, like the one illustrated in this description, are examples of this

capability. Logical spreadsheets could also be used as a “data browser” for the Semantic

Web. A Web-aware logical spreadsheet could be used to integrate data from different25

sources and the translate data from one schema to another. Logical spreadsheets also are

useful in design applications. Configuration systems are good examples of the use of
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logical spreadsheets in design. Consider, for example, a configuration system to help users

design their own cars or computer systems. Another application of logical spreadsheets is

implementing smart forms. A spreadsheet with an HTML front end would allow users to

fill out online forms in which data is checked for semantic well-formedness. Interactive

documents are another application of logical spreadsheets. Systems can return5

“interactive answers” to users, e.g. simulations, which allow a user to experiment by

varying certain parameters while the system automatically propagates the consequences

of those variations. Consider, for example, a student learning how lenses refract light by

experimenting with different lens shapes. Spreadsheets could also support collaborative

applications if they were linked, with automatic propagation of values and constraints10

among the connected spreadsheets. Linked spreadsheets of this sort would support a

wide variety of applications in cooperative design and collaborative management. In

addition, linking would allow the creation of a World Wide Spreadsheet.
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CLAIMS

1. A method for displaying consequences in an electronic spreadsheet, the method

comprising:

specifying a set of cells of the spreadsheet and a set of logical constraints on possible5

values of the cells;

dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base cells and computed cells;

assigning to the base cells a set of user-specified values, wherein the user-specified values

are possibly inconsistent with the specified logical constraints;

computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-specified values and the set of10

logical constraints to produce a complete set of entailed values for the set of

computed cells;

reducing the number of entailed values for each computed cell whose number of entailed

values exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed cell;

and15

displaying a subset of the entailed values and a subset of the user-specified values.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are named cells.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the named cells have structured names.20

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are able to contain multiple values.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein computing the non-explosive logical consequences

comprises computing logical consequences of multiple consistent subsets of the25
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user-specified values to produce multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed

values, and combining the multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the combining is done by taking the union of the

multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values.5

7. The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base

cells and computed cells comprises classifying a cell as a base cell when a user-

specified value is explicitly assigned to the cell.

10

8. The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base

cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell

contains a value individually inconsistent with a user-specified value explicitly

assigned to another cell.

15

9. The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base

cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell

entails a value in another cell and the value is explicitly changed or removed.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the logical constraints are formulated as relational20

constraints expressed in a logical language encompassing first-order logic.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises altering an appearance of

cells containing inconsistent values.

25

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the altering the appearance of cells containing

inconsistent values comprises dynamically changing the appearance of a subset of
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cells containing related inconsistent values when a user pointer hovers over the

subset of cells.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing a menu

associated with a cell, wherein the menu comprises a list of possible values5

classified as being non-explosively entailed, being non-explosively contradicted, or

neither.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing an interactive

user interface for an electronic document.10

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the electronic document is selected from the

group consisting of a spreadsheet document, an HTML document, a word

processing document, and a PDF document.

15

16. The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction,

automatically assigning values to empty cells such that the automatically assigned

values are consistent with the logical constraints.

17. The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction,20

automatically altering values of cells to reduce conflicts with the logical

constraints.

18. The method of claim 1 wherein reducing the number of entailed values comprises

eliminating all but a single entailed value if the single entailed value matches an25

existing value contained in the cell.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A computerized spreadsheet system includes a set of cells and a separate set of logical

constraints on the values of cells. The constraints may be many-to-many relationships

that permit omni-directional propagation of values between cells. The constraints may be5

expressed in a language encompassing first-order logic. Cells are dynamically reclassified

as base cells or computed cells as a user specifies values for cells. Non-explosive

consequences of the base cell values are computed and displayed in computed cells, even

when the values in the base cells are inconsistent with the constraints. The spreadsheet

system may also include an auto-complete feature that automatically fills in empty cells10

with values consistent with the logical constraints and an auto-deconflict feature that

automatically changes values in cells to reduce conflicts with the logical constraints.
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3. Said Assignors hereby jointly and severally cOvenant and agrees to assist and cooperate with said
Assignee, whereby said Assignee may.enjoy t0 the fullest extent said right, title and interest herein
conveyed, provided, however, that the enm'e expense which may be incurred by said Assignors in lending
such assistance and cooperation be paid by Assignee. Such cooperation shall include: (a). prompt
execution of all papers (prepared at the expense of Assignee) which a•e deemed necessary or desirable by
Assignee to perfect said right, rifle and interest herein conveyed, Co) prompt execution of all petitions, oaths,
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invention, any reissue applica•o.n f• any Lett•s Patent granted on said application, or for any interference
proceeding involving said apphcat•on or Letters Patent granted thereon: and (c) prompt assistance andc..•o•eration in the prosecution of a/I legal proceedings involving said inventions, said application, or Leers
ratent granted thereon, including oppositions, cancellation proceedings, priority contests, public use
proceedings and c6urt actions.

4. The terms, c.ovenants and conditions of this Assignment shall Inure to the benefit of said Assignee, its
successors, ass,gns and/or other legal representatives, and sh•l be binding upon said Assignors, their heirs,
legal representa•ves and assigns.

5. The terms, covenants and conditions of this Assignment are subject to the payment of royalty by
Assignee to Assignors in accordance with the provisions of said Agreement Concerning Rights in
Invention.

6. Said Assignors hereby request the Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks to issue said Letters Patent
of the United States to said Assignee as the assignee of said inventions.

IN' WITNESS WHEREOF said Assignors have executed and delivered this insla'ument on the respectivedates noted below.

County:
••chaelR. Genesereth

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this day of ,20/

Notary Public

•/el Kassoff

5tare: County:

•ubscribed and sworn to before me on this day of

Nota• Public
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Amendments to the Claims 

Replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the application with the following list of 

claims. 

 

1. (currently amended) A method for displaying consequences in an electronic 

spreadsheet, the method comprising: 

specifying a set of cells of the spreadsheet and a set of logical constraints on possible values of 

the cells; 

dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base cells and computed cells; 

assigning to the base cells a set of user-specified values, wherein the user-specified values are 

possibly inconsistent with the specified logical constraints; 

computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-specified values and the set of logical 

constraints to produce a complete set of entailed values for the set of computed cells; 

reducing the number of entailed values for each computed cell whose number of entailed values 

exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed cell; 

and 

displaying a subset of the entailed values and a subset of the user-specified values [[.]] ; 

wherein computing the non-explosive logical consequences comprises computing logical 

consequences of multiple consistent subsets of the user-specified values to produce 

multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values, and combining the multiple 

subsets of the complete set of entailed values. 

 

2. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are named cells. 

 

3. (original) The method of claim 2 wherein the named cells have structured names. 

 

4. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are able to contain multiple values. 

 

5. (cancelled) 
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6. (currently amended) The method of claim [[5]] 1 wherein the combining is done by 

taking the union of the multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values. 

 

7. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises classifying a cell as a base cell when a user-

specified value is explicitly assigned to the cell. 

 

8. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell 

contains a value individually inconsistent with a user-specified value explicitly assigned 

to another cell. 

 

9. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell 

entails a value in another cell and the value is explicitly changed or removed. 

 

10. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the logical constraints are formulated as 

relational constraints expressed in a logical language encompassing first-order logic. 

 

11. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises altering an 

appearance of cells containing inconsistent values. 

 

12. (original) The method of claim 11 wherein the altering the appearance of cells containing 

inconsistent values comprises dynamically changing the appearance of a subset of cells 

containing related inconsistent values when a user pointer hovers over the subset of cells. 

 

13. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing a menu 

associated with a cell, wherein the menu comprises a list of possible values classified as 

being non-explosively entailed, being non-explosively contradicted, or neither. 
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14. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing an 

interactive user interface for an electronic document. 

 

15. (original) The method of claim 14 wherein the electronic document is selected from the 

group consisting of a spreadsheet document, an HTML document, a word processing 

document, and a PDF document. 

 

16. (original) The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction, 

automatically assigning values to empty cells such that the automatically assigned values 

are consistent with the logical constraints. 

 

17. (original) The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction, 

automatically altering values of cells to reduce conflicts with the logical constraints. 

 

18. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein reducing the number of entailed values 

comprises eliminating all but a single entailed value if the single entailed value matches 

an existing value contained in the cell. 
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS 

 

Remarks concerning amendments to claims 

Claim 1 and 6 are amended. Claim 5 is cancelled. Claims 1-4 and 6-18 remain. 

 

Response to rejections 

In the most recent Action, the Office rejected claims 1, 4-5, 7-11, and 14-18 under 35 USC 

102(b) as being anticipated by Felfernig. Claims 2-3 and 6 were rejected under 35 USC 103(a) as 

being unpatentable over Felfernig. Claims 12 and 13 were rejected under 35 USC 103(a) as 

being unpatentable over Felfernig in view of Wilson. 

 

Regarding claim 1, Applicant respectively disagrees with the allegation that Felfernig teaches all 

the limitations of the claim. Although Felfernig teaches an extension of the functionality of 

conventional spreadsheet systems, Felfernig neither teaches nor suggests several features that are 

explicitly claimed. 

 

The Action alleges that Felfernig teaches the claimed computing of non-explosive consequences, 

producing a complete set of entailed values from possibly inconsistent user specified values. 

Applicant disagrees. In fact, Felfernig does not teach computing a complete set of entailed 

values. Felfernig’s system merely provides a technique for enforcing logical constraints on cells 

using a constraint solver. That is, Felfernig’s system is limited to finding consistent solutions: “If 

- during the propagation process of the user inputs - the solver detects a constraint violation...the 

user will be prompted the information which of his/her selections caused a constraint violation 

and which value selections have to be undone or changed.” (Felfernig, page 3, column 2). 

Felfernig’s constraint solver system is not capable of finding solutions to possibly inconsistent 

variable assignments by the user: “A solution to a CSP is a value assignment to each problem 

variable such that no constraint is violated” (Felfernig, page 2, column 1). 

 

In contrast with Felfernig, the claimed invention computes a complete set of entailed values for 

the set of computed cells by computing non-explosive logical consequences of the possibly 
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inconsistent user-specified values and the set of logical constraints.  Computing a set of 

consistent solutions, as taught by Felfernig, is not the same as computing a complete set of 

entailed values, as claimed. For example, in the case of inconsistent user-specified values, 

Felfernig’s constraint solver will produce no consistent solutions unless the inconsistent values 

are undone or changed. In contrast, the complete set of entailed values produced by the claimed 

method will include computed values of inconsistent values because the entailed values are not 

all required to be consistent. The meaning of entailment is described in the following passage 

from the specification: 

 

After the partitioning of base and computed cells, the set of entailed values is calculated (step 806). The 

entailed values are the non-explosive consequences of the values in the base cells and the specified logical 

constraints. To calculate the non-explosive consequences, a paraconsistent consequence relation called 

existential Ω-entailment is preferably used. In other words, the non-explosive logical consequences may be 

found by 1) identifying subsets of the set of values in the base cells that are consistent with the logical 

constraints, using for example the resolution proof technique to determine consistency,  2) computing the 

logical consequences of the identified consistent subsets and the logical constraints to produce 

corresponding sets of entailed values for the computed cells, and 3) combining the computed sets of 

entailed values to form a complete set of entailed values, e.g., by taking their union or intersection. 

 

In order to clarify these significant differences between the claimed method and Felfernig’s 

system, the Applicant has amended claim 1 to make explicit the claimed computing of entailed 

values. Specifically, claim 1 is amended to state that the computing of the non-explosive logical 

consequences comprises computing logical consequences of multiple consistent subsets of the 

user-specified values to produce multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values, and 

combining the multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values. Felfernig does not teach or 

suggest any of these limitations. 

 

More generally, neither Felfernig nor any other cited references teaches or fairly suggests an 

extended spreadsheet system that produces a complete set of entailed values from possibly 

inconsistent values specified by the user.  

 

In addition, the claimed invention recites dynamic partitioning of the cells into base cells and 

computed cells. Applicant respectfully disagrees with the Action’s allegation that Felfernig 

teaches this claimed limitation. The Examiner reasons: “because the constraint values [of 

Felfernig] are dynamically added to the problem space...these constraints are dynamic, and thus 
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the cells which the constraints apply to are dynamic.” However, Felfernig’s dynamic addition of 

constraints does not imply dynamic partitioning of cells. Dynamic constraints may reasonably be 

argued to result in dynamic modification of the values assigned to cells, but dynamic constraints 

do not imply the claimed dynamic partitioning of the cells into base cells and computed cells. 

Accordingly, Felfernig does not, in fact, teach the claimed limitation. 

 

Applicant also respectfully disagrees with the Action’s allegation that Felfernig teaches the 

claimed reducing of the number of entailed values for each computed cell whose number of 

entailed values exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed cell. Firstly, 

Felfernig nowhere teaches or suggests any predetermined number of allowed values for any cell. 

Nor does Felfernig teach or suggest any comparison of such predetermined number with a 

computed number of entailed values for a computed cell. The cited passage of Felfernig (page 5, 

column 2) teaches “While mathematical models in many cases are able to compute one optimal 

solution, the search method used in our approach gives the user the possibility to compute 

multiple alternative solutions.” Felfernig does not teach here the claimed reduction of entailed 

values for each computed cell to a predetermined number of allowed values for each computed 

cell. Felfernnig merely compares other methods that compute one optimal solution with his 

approach which computes multiple alternative solutions. Felfernig does not teach any selection 

of one of these alternatives or the specific reduction of entailed values for each computed cell to 

a predetermined number of allowed values for each computed cell. 

 

Applicant respectfully requests that a timely Notice of Allowance be issued in this case. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/ Thomas J. McFarlane / 

 

Thomas J. McFarlane, Reg. No 39,299  

LUMEN PATENT FIRM 

2345 Yale Street, Second Floor 

Palo Alto, CA 94306 

(650) 424-0100 
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS 

 

In the most recent Action, the Office rejected claims 1, 4, 7-11, and 14-18 under 35 USC 102(b) 

as being anticipated by Felfernig. Claims 2-3 and 6 were rejected under 35 USC 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Felfernig. Claims 12 and 13 were rejected under 35 USC 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Felfernig in view of Wilson. 

 

In response, Applicant traverses the rejections on the grounds that Felfernig does not teach or 

suggest the claimed limitations. Although Felfernig teaches computing values that are logically 

consistent with constraints, Felfernig does not teach computing values that are logically entailed 

from constraints. Applicant respectfully submits that the rejection is improper because, among 

other things, it is based on a confusion of these distinct concepts.  

 

The following discussion may assist in clarifying the difference between these concepts. 

 

Logical consistency: A constraint and one or more value assignments are consistent if and only 

if their logical conjunction does not imply a logical contradiction.  

 

Logical consequence: A constraint and given value assignments logically entail a value if the 

value is a logical implication of the constraint and value assignments.  

 

Example 1. Consider the constraint “p or q” and a value assignment set {“p is true”}. These are 

consistent with the value assignment “q is true” because “true or true” is not a logical 

contradiction. They are also consistent with the value assignment “q is false” because “true or 

false” is not a logical contradiction. However, neither “q is true” nor “q is false” is a logical 

consequence. Thus, although these two value assignments for q are consistent with the 

constraint “p or q” and value assignment “p is true”, they are not consequences of them.  

 

Example 2. Consider the constraints “not p or not q” and “p=> r” and the set of value 

assignments {“p is true”, “q is true”}. Because the constraints and value assignments for p and q 
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are not mutually consistent, no value assignment for r is consistent. However, because any 

consequence is an implication of a contradiction, both “r is true” and “r is false” are 

consequences. Moreover, “r is true” is a consequence of the constraints “not p or not q” and 

“p=> r” and the subset of the value assignments {“p is true”}, although “r is false” is not a 

consequence of the constraints for any subset of the value assignments. Thus, r is a non-

explosive logical consequence. 

 

The above examples clearly show that logical consistency and logical consequence are distinct 

concepts. In particular, values that are consistent with constraints are not the same as values that 

are consequences of those constraints.  

 

Claim 1 recites the limitation of “computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-

specified values and the set of logical constraints to produce a complete set of entailed values for 

the set of computed cells.”  

 

On page 3 of the Action, the Office alleges that this claim limitation is taught on page 3 of 

Felfernig: “if a base input is non-compliant with the constraints, the underlying constraint 

propagator dynamically infers a set of compliant values for the remaining computed cells.” 

Felfernig does not teach “compliant” values. It is not clear to the Applicant what the Office 

means by “compliant” values. Felfernig actually teaches that the constraint propagator calculates 

consistent values: “The underlying constraint propagator is capable of inferring the set of still 

consistent (allowed) values...At any stage, the user can initiate the search process such that the 

constraint engine computes consistent values” (Felfernig, page 3, column 2). That is, Felfernig 

teaches computing values that are consistent with the constraints and user-specified values, not 

values that are logical consequences of the constraints and user-specified values. Thus, the 

Office has not presented convincing evidence or reasoning that the recited limitation is in fact 

taught by Felfernig. 

 

Claim 1 also recites “computing logical consequences of multiple consistent subsets of the user-

specified values to produce multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values, and 

combining the multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values.” 
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On page 4 of the Action (and again on page 11), the Office alleges that this claim limitation is 

taught on pages 3-4 of Felfernig: “Here, a subset of computed values is generated for each 

remaining computed cell based upon the input to the base cell. Each subset consists of computed 

cell values that meet the defined constraints.” Indeed, Felfernig teaches computing values that 

are consistent with the constraints: “If the constraint solver finds a consistent assignment the 

result is displayed in the output area” (Felfernig, page 3, column 2). But Felfernig does not teach 

the claimed limitation of computing values that are consequences of the constraints. Nor does 

Felfernig teach computing consequences of multiple consistent subsets. Because logically 

consistent values are not the same as values that are logical consequences, the Office has not 

presented convincing evidence or reasoning that the recited limitation is in fact taught by 

Felfernig. 

 

The Office argues on page 11 of the Action that “Felfernig discloses base cells having applied 

logical constraints (page 3). Here, the cells may contain arithmetic and logical operators or 

constraints (page 3, left column). Additionally, cells may have Constraint Satisfaction problems 

applied. Therefore, Felfernig discloses the use of entailed values.” Applicant respectfully 

disagrees. Felfernig’s application of logical constraints to cells is not the same as the claimed 

computation of entailed values (i.e., logical consequences). Nor has Felfernig taught anything 

resembling the claimed limitation of computing non-explosive logical consequences. 

 

Claim 1 also recites “reducing the number of entailed values for each computed cell whose 

number of entailed values exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed 

cell.” 

 

On page 4 of the Action, the Office alleges that this claim limitation is taught on page 5 of 

Felfernig: “Here, one optimal solutions is calculated from multiple alternative solutions.” Indeed, 

selection of an optimal solution from multiple alternative solutions reduces the solutions. But the 

Office has not shown that Felfernig teaches the claimed limitation that entailed values are 

reduced. Nor has the Office shown that Felfernig teaches the claimed limitation that the number 

of entailed values exceeds predetermined number of allowed values for a computed cell. Because 
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the Office has not considered these limitations in the claim, Applicant respectfully submits that 

the rejection is improper. 

 

In summary, it is clear from the above that Felfernig’s system provides a technique for enforcing 

logical constraints on cells using a constraint solver. That is, Felfernig’s system is limited to 

finding consistent solutions. Felfernig does not, however, teach or suggest any method for 

finding logical consequences or for finding non-explosive logical consequences of cells. 

Moreover, none of the other cited references teaches or suggests the claimed limitations as 

described above. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that the claim 1 is patentable over 

the cited references. 

 

The above arguments apply also to claims 2-4 and 6-18, which dependent upon claim 1. In 

addition, these claims recite various features that are not taught by the cited references, as 

explained in the previously filed response. 

 

Applicant respectfully requests that a timely Notice of Allowance be issued in this case. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/ Thomas J. McFarlane / 

 

Thomas J. McFarlane, Reg. No 39,299  

LUMEN PATENT FIRM 

2345 Yale Street, Second Floor 

Palo Alto, CA 94306 

(650) 424-0100 
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Amendments to the Claims 
Replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the application with the following list of 

claims. 

 

1. (currently amended) A method for displaying consequences in an electronic 

spreadsheet, the method comprising: 

specifying a set of cells of the spreadsheet and a set of logical constraints on possible values of 

the cells; 

dynamically partitioning the set of cells into base cells and computed cells; 

assigning to the base cells a set of user-specified values, wherein the user-specified values are 

possibly inconsistent with the specified logical constraints; 

computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-specified values and the set of logical 

constraints using a paraconsistent consequence relation to produce a complete set of 

entailed values for the set of computed cells; 

reducing the number of entailed values for each computed cell whose number of entailed values 

exceeds a predetermined number of allowed values for the computed cell; 

and 

displaying a subset of the entailed values and a subset of the user-specified values; 

wherein computing the non-explosive logical consequences comprises computing logical 

consequences of multiple consistent subsets of the user-specified values to produce 

multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values, and combining the multiple 

subsets of the complete set of entailed values. 

 

2. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are named cells. 

 

3. (original) The method of claim 2 wherein the named cells have structured names. 

 

4. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the cells are able to contain multiple values. 

 

5. (cancelled) 
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6. (previously presented) The method of claim 1 wherein the combining is done by taking 

the union of the multiple subsets of the complete set of entailed values. 

 

7. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises classifying a cell as a base cell when a user-

specified value is explicitly assigned to the cell. 

 

8. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell 

contains a value individually inconsistent with a user-specified value explicitly assigned 

to another cell. 

 

9. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically partitioning the set of cells into 

base cells and computed cells comprises unclassifying a cell as a base cell when the cell 

entails a value in another cell and the value is explicitly changed or removed. 

 

10. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the logical constraints are formulated as 

relational constraints expressed in a logical language encompassing first-order logic. 

 

11. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises altering an 

appearance of cells containing inconsistent values. 

 

12. (original) The method of claim 11 wherein the altering the appearance of cells containing 

inconsistent values comprises dynamically changing the appearance of a subset of cells 

containing related inconsistent values when a user pointer hovers over the subset of cells. 

 

13. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing a menu 

associated with a cell, wherein the menu comprises a list of possible values classified as 

being non-explosively entailed, being non-explosively contradicted, or neither. 
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14. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying comprises providing an 

interactive user interface for an electronic document. 

 

15. (original) The method of claim 14 wherein the electronic document is selected from the 

group consisting of a spreadsheet document, an HTML document, a word processing 

document, and a PDF document. 

 

16. (original) The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction, 

automatically assigning values to empty cells such that the automatically assigned values 

are consistent with the logical constraints. 

 

17. (original) The method of claim 1 further comprising, responsive to a user instruction, 

automatically altering values of cells to reduce conflicts with the logical constraints. 

 

18. (original) The method of claim 1 wherein reducing the number of entailed values 

comprises eliminating all but a single entailed value if the single entailed value matches 

an existing value contained in the cell. 
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS 
 

In the most recent Action, the Office rejected claims 1-4, 6-11, and 14-18 under 35 USC 103(a) 

as being unpatentable over Felfernig et al in view of Breuer. Claims 12-13 were rejected under 

35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Felfernig and Breuer, and further in view of Wilson. 

 

In response, Applicant amends claim 1 to clarify further the significant distinctions between the 

claimed invention and the cited art. In addition, the Applicant traverses the rejections on the 

grounds that the cited references do not teach all the features recited in the claims. 

 

The claims, as amended, recite computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-

specified values and the set of logical constraints using a paraconsistent consequence relation 

to produce a complete set of entailed values for the set of computed cells. None of the cited 

references can be reasonably interpreted as teaching the use of a paraconsistent consequence 

relation to compute non-explosive logical consequences. 

 

According to traditional logic, anything can be derived from a contradiction. The traditional 

relation of logical consequence is thus said to be explosive. In contrast, a paraconsistent 

consequence relation is non-explosive. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy defines a 

paraconsistent consequence relation as follows: 

 

A logical consequence relation, ⊨, is said to be paraconsistent if it is not explosive. Thus, 
if ⊨ is paraconsistent, then even if we are in certain circumstances where the available 
information is inconsistent, the inference relation does not explode into triviality. 
<<http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-paraconsistent/>> 

 

In other words, while a traditional consequence relation will give explosive consequences from 

inconsistent information, a paraconsistent consequence will not. None of the cited references, 

however, teaches a paraconsistent consequence relation. Specifically, none teaches computing 

non-explosive logical consequences of the user-specified values and the set of logical 
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constraints using a paraconsistent consequence relation to produce a complete set of entailed 

values for the set of computed cells. 

 

Felfernig does not teach the claimed use of a paraconsistent consequence relation for computing 

entailed values. Felfernig’s constraint solver system is not capable of finding solutions to 

possibly inconsistent variable assignments by the user: “A solution to a CSP is a value 

assignment to each problem variable such that no constraint is violated” (Felfernig, page 2, 

column 1). Thus, Felfernig does not teach the claimed use of a paraconsistent consequence 

relation to compute entailed values. 

 

The claims, as amended, recite computing non-explosive logical consequences of the user-

specified values and the set of logical constraints using a paraconsistent consequence relation to 

produce a complete set of entailed values for the set of computed cells. Felfernig, in contrast, 

does not teach computing non-explosive logical consequences. Felfernig only teaches a 

constraint propagator that calculates consistent values: “The underlying constraint propagator is 

capable of inferring the set of still consistent (allowed) values...At any stage, the user can initiate 

the search process such that the constraint engine computes consistent values” (Felfernig, page 

3, column 2). That is, Felfernig teaches computing values that are consistent with the constraints: 

“If the constraint solver finds a consistent assignment the result is displayed in the output area” 

(Felfernig, page 3, column 2). Felfernig’s computed values are merely consistent values. 

However, consistent values are not that same as the claimed non-explosive logical 

consequences. 

 

Moreover, Felfernig’s consistent values are different from the claimed non-explosive 

consequences. As explained above, non-explosive consequences are the result of a 

paraconsistent consequence relation, which allows consequences to be derived from inconsistent 

information. Clearly, Felfernig’s consistent values are not consequences of a paraconsistent 

consequence relation. Thus, Felfernig does not teach the computing non-explosive logical 

consequences of the user-specified values and the set of logical constraints using a 

paraconsistent consequence relation to produce a complete set of entailed values for the set of 

computed cells. 
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In addition, the Action mischaracterizes the claimed invention and incorrectly misquotes the 

claim language in various places. For example, page 4 of the Action incorrectly states that the 

claim recites “computing non-explosive logical consistencies [sic].” The claim actually recites 

“computing non-explosive logical consequences.” Similarly on page 5 of the Action, the Action 

mischaracterizes the claim as reciting “computing the logical consistencies [sic]” and 

“computing non-explosive logical constraints [sic].” In fact, the claim recites computing non-

explosive logical consequences. Logical consequences are not the same as logical constraints 

and not the same as logical consistencies. Again on page 6 of the Action, the Office misquotes 

the claim as reciting “computing the logical constraints [sic].” The claim actually recites 

“computing logical consequences.” The Office has therefore inaccurately characterized the 

claim limitations is numerous places and based its rejection on misreadings of the claims. 

 

The Office alleges on page 6 of the Action that Brauer teaches various limitations of claim 1 in 

Fig. 10 and paragraphs 0015-0016 and 0062-0063. Applicant respectfully disagrees. Fig. 10 

shows a conventional spreadsheet whose cells have circular references. The cited paragraphs 

merely describe a method for providing an option to a user to manually change a non-circular 

reference to a circular reference, and a method for making the cells self-consistent. Like 

Felfernig, Brauer’s method has only to do with determining consistency of values. Brauer does 

not teach computing logical consequences, does not teach non-explosive logical consequences, 

and does not teach combining logical consequences of multiple consistent subsets of user-

specified values. 

 

The Office argues that it would have been obvious to combine Felfernig with Brauer “since it 

would have allowed a user to derive consistency within a spreadsheet from logically constrained 

values.” The claimed invention, however, provides a method that allows for inconsistencies 

within a spreadsheet, not for deriving consistencies. Combining Felfernig and Brauer would not 

yield the claimed method for computing non-explosive logical consequences using a 

paraconsistent consequence relation. 
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The above arguments apply also to the dependent claims, which all depend from claim 1. In 

addition, the dependent claims recite various features that are not taught by the cited references, 

as explained in the previously filed responses. 

 

Applicant respectfully requests that a timely Notice of Allowance be issued in this case. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
/ Thomas J. McFarlane / 
 
Thomas J. McFarlane, Reg. No 39,299  

LUMEN PATENT FIRM 
350 Cambridge Ave., Suite 100 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 
(650) 424-0100 
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required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

• The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $150 to complete the basic filing fee for a small entity.
The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63,
identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
Note: Ira petition under37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avo d abandonment:

• To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be
submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $566 for a Small Entity

• $150 Statutory basic filing fee.
• $65 Surcharge.

• The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submiL$250•o•,omp[ete•the sea[ch fee.
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The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $100 to complete the
examination fee for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

Ot•ce of Initial Pate•l•xdm•n-ati0n (571) 272-4000, or I-$00-PTO-9199, or 1-800-972-6382
PART ATTORNEY/APPLICANT COPY



UNITED STATES PATENT

APpliCATIONNL•V•ER F•OR371 (c) DATI•

11/197,123 08/04/2005

AND TRADEM•RE OFFICE
UNITED STATES •)EPARTMENT OF CO•IMERCE

Michael R. Genesereth S•6•S

30869
LUMEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES, INC.
2345 YALE STREET, 2ND FLOOR
PALO ALTO, CA 94306

CONFIRMATION NO. 4774

"OC000000018176830"

Title: Logical spreadsheets

Publication No. US-2006-0048044-A1
Publication Date: 03/02/2006

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication
pursuant to 37 CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are
set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via
the Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently
http://www, uspto.gov/patftJ.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication
to applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate
fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.1 9(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by
the USPTO's Office of Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at
(703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382, by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United
States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the
Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and
the dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through
the Patent Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application
Information and Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently
http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to publication, such status information is confidential and may only be
obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the
Patent Electronic Business Center at 703-305-3028.

Pre-Grant Publication Division, 703-605-4283



@
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

UNDER SECRETARY COMMERCE FOR |NTELLECTUALPROPERTYAND
DIRECTOR OFTIlE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADESIARK OFFICE

APRIL 13, 2006

LUMEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
SERVICES, INC.
2345 YALE STREET, 2ND FLOOR
PALO ALTO, CA 94306

PTAS
*I03160982A*

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TP,•IDEMARK OFFICE
NOTICE OF RECORDATION OF ASSIGNMENT DOCUMENT

THE ENCLOSED DOCUMENT HAS BEEN RECORDED BY THE ASSIGNMENT DIVISION OF
THE U.S. PATENT AND TIZADEMARK OFFICE. A COMPLETE MICROFILM COPY IS
AVAIIg•BLE AT THE ASSIGNMENT SEARCH ROOM ON THE REEL AND FP•AME NUMBER
REFERENCED BELOW.

PLEASE REVIEW ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS NOTICE. THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS RECORDATION NOTICE REFLECTS THE DATA
PRESENT IN THE PATENT AND TP,-ADEMARK ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM. IF YOU SHOULD
FIND ANY ERRORS OR HAVE QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS NOTICE, YOU MAY
CONTACT THE EMPLOYEE WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THIS NOTICE AT 571-272-3350.
PLEASE SEND REQUEST FOR CORRECTION TO: U.S. PATENT AND TRA/3EMARK OFFICE,
MAIL STOP: ASSIGNMENT SERVICES BR/uNCH, P.O. BO•. 1450, ALEYJINDRIA, VA 22313.

RECORDATION DATE: 01/13/2006 REEL/FP,•MME: 017466/0104
NIJMBER OF PAGES: 4

BRIEF: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNOR'S INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

ASSIGNOR:
GENESERETH, MICHAEL R. DOC DATE: 01/09/2006

ASSIGNOR:
KASSOFF, MICHAEL DOC DATE: 01/09/2006

ASSIGNOR:
LOVE, NATHANIEL C. DOC DATE: 01/10/2006

ASSIGNEE:
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

LELAND STANFORD JLINIOR
LrNIVERSITY

1705 EL CAMINO REAL
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94305

EO. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 '¢A'•N.USPTO,GOV
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SERIAL NUMBER: 11197123
PATENT NUMBER:
TITLE: LOGICAL SPREADSHEETS

MARCUS KIRK, EXAMINER
ASSIGNMENT SERVICES BRANCH
PUBLIC RECORDS DIVISION

FILING DATE:
ISSUE DATE:

08/04/2005
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01 19 2006 Ls. DEPARTMENT OF CO.ME.CE•.f•dOI2008

• "i"•"(•¢[o•'rof the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Please record the attached documents or the new address(as) below.

1. Name of conveying party(ies) 2. Name and address of receiving party(ies)

Michael Kassoff
Nathanlel C. Love

•.dditional name(s) of conveying party(ies) attached?[•Yes [] No
3, Nature of conveyance/Execution Date(s):
Execution Date(s) 1/lO/2oos

[] Assignment [] Merger
[] Security Agreement [] Change of Name
[] Joint Research Agreement
[] Government Interest Assignment
[] Executive Order 9424, Confirmatory License

[] Other

4. Application or patent number(s):
A. Patent Application No.(s)
11/197,123

Internal Address:

Street Address: 1705 El Cmalno Real

City: Palo AJta

State: CA

Country: uS Zip:943os

Additional name(s) & addmss(es) attached? [] Yes [] No
[] This document is being filed together with a new application.

B. Patent No.(s)

.Zip:94.3os

Phone Number:650-424-0100
Fax Number: 650.424-0141

Email Address:

City: Palo AJto

State: CA

[] Authorized to be charged by credit card

[] Authorized to be charged to deposit account
[] Enclosed
[] None required (government interest not affecting title)

8. Payment Information

a. Credit Card Last 4 Numbers 9737
Expiration Date 10/06

b. Deposit Account Number

Authorized User Name

Signature:

Signature
l•omas McFadane Reg. No.: 39•299

Name of Person Si•nin•l

11 JAN 2006
Date

of pages including coverTotal number
sheet, atlachments, and documents:

Documents to be recorded (including sheet) should be faxed to (571} 273-0140, mailed to:
Mall Stop Assignment Recordatlon Services, Director of the USPTO, P.O.Box 1450, AJsxandda, V.A. 22313-1450

Street Address: 2345 Yale Street• 2nd Floor

Internal Address:

HDESTCll 00000011 11197123

.../ Additional numbers attached? [•Yes L•JNo
5. Name and address t•hom correspondence 6. Total number of applications and patents
concerning document should be mailed: involved:
Name:Lumen IntelloctuaJ Property Senfces• Inc.

7. Total fee (37 CFR 1.21(h) & 3.41) $ 4o.oo
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